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Abstract: Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a popular control strategy that computes
control action by solving an optimization objective. However, application of MPC can be
computationally demanding and sometimes requires estimation of the hidden states of the
system, which itself can be rather challenging. In this work, we propose a novel Deep
Neural Network (NN) architecture by combining standard Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
architecture with that of NN to learn control policies from a model predictive controller.
The proposed architecture, referred to as LSTM supported NN (LSTMSNN), simultaneously
accounts for past and present behavior of the system to learn the complex control policies
of MPC. The proposed neural network architecture is trained using an MPC and it learns
and operates extremely fast a control policy that maps system output directly to control action
without having to estimate the states. We evaluated our trained model on varying target outputs,
various initial conditions and compared it with other trained models which only use NN or
LSTM.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Controlling complex dynamical systems in the presence of
uncertainty is rather challenging. These challenges arise
due to non-linearities, disturbances, multivariate interac-
tions and model uncertainties. A control method well-
suited to handle these challenges is MPC. In MPC, the
control actions are computed by solving an optimization
objective that minimizes a cost function while accounting
for system dynamics ( using a prediction model) and satis-
fying input-output constraints. MPC is robust to modeling
errors [1] and has the ability to use high-level optimization
objectives [4]. However, solving the optimization objec-
tive in real time is computationally demanding and often
takes lot of time for complex systems. Moreover, MPC
sometimes requires the estimation of hidden system states
which can be challenging in complex stochastic non-linear
systems and in systems which are not observable. Also,
standard MPC algorithms are not designed to automati-
cally adapt the controller to any model plant mismatch.
Several algorithms exist to speed up the MPC optimiza-
tion through linearization [5] of the non-linear system and
through approximation of the complex system to a simpler
system [5][6][7]. However, these algorithms do not account
for the complete non-linear dynamics of the system. In this
article, we propose using the deep neural network func-
tion approximator to represent the complex system and
the corresponding MPC control policy. Once the control
policies of MPC are learned by the proposed deep neural

network, no optimization or estimation is required. The
deep neural network is computationally less demanding
and runs extremely fast at the time of implementation.

We propose a novel neural network architecture using
standard LSTM supported by NN models (LSTMSNN).
The output of LSTMSNN is a weighted combination of
outputs from LSTM and NN. This novel neural network
architecture is developed in such a way that its output
depends on past control actions, current system output
and the target output. The LSTM part of LSTMSNN
architecture uses past control actions as input to capture
the temporal dependency between control actions. The NN
part of LSTMSNN architecture uses current system output
and target output as inputs to predict the control action.
Our simulations show that the proposed deep neural
network architecture is able to learn complex nonlinear
control policies arising out of prediction and optimization
steps of MPC.

We use a supervised learning approach to train LSTM-
SNN. First, we use MPC to generate optimal control
actions and system output under a given target trajectory.
Then, we use these data to train LSTMSNN and learn
the MPC control policies. Once the control policies are
learned, the LSTMSNN model can completely replace the
MPC. This approach has the advantage of not having
to solve any online optimization problems. In addition,
we believe that LSTMNN model can be used to update
the control policies without having to re-identifying the



model. In this article, we restrict ourselves to developing
the LSTMNN model.

Our main contribution is the combined LSTM and NN
architecture that can keep track of past control actions
and present system information to take near optimal con-
trol actions. Since LSTMSNN uses deep neural networks
accounting past and present information, we can train
complex, high-dimensional states (system with large num-
ber of states) in stochastic non-linear systems using this
approach. One of the unique features of our method is
that the network is trained using an MPC. The trained
LSTMSNN Model is computationally less expensive than
MPC because it does not involve an optimization step and
does not require estimation of hidden states. Since, we
use a Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) to parallelize the
computation, the prediction of optimal control actions is
done rather rapidly.

2. RELATED WORK

Model predictive control (MPC) is an industrially suc-
cessful algorithm for control of dynamic systems [9][10]
but it suffers from high computational complexity when
controlling large dimensional complex non-linear systems
- (1) the optimization step while returning optimal control
action could take very long time especially for higher
dimensional non-linear systems (2) the estimation of states
could be burdensome. To overcome this, various functional
approximation techniques were developed for use with
MPC [11],[12]. In addition, model free methods such as
reinforcement learning techniques [14] were also developed.
NN were used to approximate the MPC prediction step
[6] and the optimization cost function. NN were also used
to approximate the nonlinear system dynamics [7] and
then MPC was performed on the neural network model.
However, NN generated system predictions tend to be
oscillatory. Other approaches include [8] using a two tiered
recurrent neural network for solving optimization objective
based on linear and quadratic programming formulations.
However, these approaches involve estimation of hidden
states at each instant. LSTMs are effective at capturing
long term temporal patterns [2] and are used in a number
of applications like speech recognition, smart text com-
pletion, time series prediction etc. Our approach differs
from the fact that LSTMSNN is based on the past MPC
control actions and the current system output. Moreover,
our approach does not involve the burden of estimating
the hidden states that characterize system dynamics.

3. PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Neural Network

Many practical problems can be formulated as requiring a
computer to perform the mapping f : X 7→ Y , where X
is an input space and Y is an output space. The arbitrary
function f transforms the inputs x to predicted outputs ŷ
using weights w that are learnt by solving an appropriate
optimization problem.

Vanilla Neural Networks: The neural networks are con-
structed by repeating matrix multiplications and element-
wise non-linearities. As an example, a 2-layer neural net-
work would be implemented as f(x) = W2σ(W1x) where

W1,W2 are matrices and σ is an element-wise non-linearity
(eg. sigmoid or tanh). Common settings for non-linearities
are tanh, the sigmoid function, 1/1(1 + e−x), and the
rectified linear unit (ReLu), max(0,x). A 3-layer network
would have the form f(x) = W3σ(W2σ(W2σ(W1x))). Also
the last layer of the neural network normally does not
contain the non-linearity.

Fig. 1. A diagram of the biological inspiration behind a
single neuron. Inputs xi interact multiplicatively with
the synapses wi, the cell body accumulates the sum
and then fires an output signal after the activation
function

Back Propogation To learn parameters or weights (w),
we construct a loss function using the difference between
measured data and predictions, then evaluate the gradient
of the loss function and use a gradient descent algorithm
to minimize it. Through this process we find an approxi-
mation of the mapping f that is consistent with the data
used for training. Backpropogation is the process by which
we efficiently compute gradients of scalar valued functions
with respect to their inputs. It is a recursive application of
chain rule from calculus. The weights of the neural network
are learnt using back propogation. The gradients of the
structure shown in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. An example of backpropogation along a computa-
tional graph. During forward pass x and y take on
specific values and the vector z is computed using
some fixed function (eg.z = x � y), where � is the
element wise multiplication. Then Jacobian matrices
∂z
∂x and ∂z

∂y are computed. The backward pass proceeds

in the reverse order, recursively applying the chain
rule to find the influence of all inputs of the graph
on the final output. The chain rule states that to
backpropogate we should take the global gradient on
z, ∂g∂z and multiply it onto the local gradient for each
input. For example, the global gradient for x will
become ∂g

∂x = ∂z
∂x

∂g
∂z . The gradient is then recursively

chained, in turn through the functions that produced
the values of x and y until the inputs are reached.

Recurrent Neural Networks In many practical appli-
cations the input and output measurements contain se-



quences. For instance, a series of past inputs to the con-
troller. A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a connectivity
pattern that processes a sequence of vectors x1, x2, ..., xT
using recurrence formula of the form ht = fθ(ht−1, xt),
where f is a function that we describe in detail below and
θ are parameters that are independent of time, allowing us
to process sequences with an arbitrary number of vectors.
The hidden vector ht can be interpreted as a running
summary of all vectors xt until that time step and the
recurrence formula updates the summary based on the
previous vector. It is common to use h0 =

#»
0 . The precise

mathematical form of the recurrence (ht−1, xt) 7→ ht varies
from model to model and we describe these details below.

The Vanilla Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) uses a
recurrence of the form,

ht = tanh
(
W

[
xt
ht−1

] )
(1)

That is, the previous hidden vector and the current
input are concatenated and transformed linearly by
the parameter vector W . This is equivalent to writing
ht = tanh

(
Wxhxt + Whhht−1

)
, where the two matrices

Wxh,Whh concatenated horizontally are equivalent to the
matrix W above. The tanh nonlinearity can be replaced
with ReLU. If the input vectors xt have dimension D and
the hidden states dimension H, then W is a matrix of size[
H× (D+H)

]
. Interpreting the equation, the new hidden

states at each time step are a non-linear function of linear
combination of elements of xt, ht−1. In vanilla RNN, the
gradients tend to either vanish or explode over long time
periods.

Fig. 3. An ordinary neural network (left) might take an
input vector (red), transform it through some hidden
layer (green), and produce an output vector (blue).
In these diagrams boxes indicate vectors and arrows
indicate functional dependencies. RNN allows us to
process sequences of vectors, for example: 1) at the
output, 2) at the input 3) either serially or in parallel.
This is facilitated by a recurrent hidden layer (green)
that manipulates a set of internal variables ht based
on previous hidden state ht−1 and the current input
using a fixed recurrence formula ht = fθ(ht−1, xt),
where θ are parameters we can learn

Long Short-Term Memory: The LSTM network is de-
signed to address the limitations of the vanilla RNN. Its
recurrence formula has a form that allows the inputs xt and
ht−1 to interact in a more computationally complex man-
ner that includes multiplicative interactions. The LSTM
recurrence uses additive interactions over time steps that

more effectively propagate gradients backwards in time. In
addition to a hidden state vector vector ht, LSTMs also
maintain a memory vector ct. At each time step the LSTM
can choose to read from, write to, or reset the cell using
explicit gating mechanisms. The precise form of the update
is as follows:  ifo

g

 =

sigmsigm
sigm
tanh

W [
xt
ht−1

]
(2)

ct = f � ct−1 + i� g (3)

ht = o� tanh(ct) (4)

Here, the sigmoid function sigm and tanh are applied
element-wise, and if the input dimensionality is D and the
hidden state has H units then the matrix W has dimension
[4H × (D + H)]. The three vectors i, f, o ∈ RH are
thought of as binary gates whose control state is revealed
respectively in the hidden vector. The activations of these
gates are based on sigmoid function and hence allowed to
range smoothly between zero and one to keep the model
differentiable. The vector g ∈ RH ranges between -1 and
1 and is used to additively modify the memory contents.
This additive interaction allows gradients on the memory
cells c to flow backwards through time uninterrupted for
long time periods.

3.2 MPC

MPC is a multivariate control algorithm that uses an inter-
nal dynamic model of the process, history of past control
moves to yield optimal control actions. The optimization
objective function is given by,

min
u

N∑
i=1

wyi(ytarget − yi)2 +

N∑
i=1

wui
∆u2i (5)

where
yi denotes i-th system output
ytarget denotes required target value
ui denotes i-th control action
wyi denotes weighting coefficient reflecting the relative
importance of yi
wui

denotes the weighting coefficient penalizing difference
in ui at successive instances

4. MODEL

In this work, we have proposed a different neural net-
work architecture called LSTMSNN. We use LSTMSNN
(weighted linear combination of LSTM and NN) to learn
the complex behaviour of MPC. The block diagrams for
training and testing phases are shown in Figure 4. In
the training phase we use LSTMSNN model to learn the
behaviour of MPC. Once the model has learnt, it can be
used to predict optimal control action required to control
the plant as given in Fig. 4 (right). The different neural
network models used for training MPC behaviour are
discussed below.



. Fig. 4. Left: Training setup; Right: Test setup

4.1 LSTM

The LSTM with sequence length of 5 is trained with data
generated from MPC. The input to the model are past
MPC control actions, plant output and target whereas the
output is the control action to be taken at the next time
step. Fig. 5 illustrates the LSTM model.

Fig. 5. Architecture of LSTM-only model

4.2 NN

The input to NN are the previous system output and
target output. The output of NN is the control action at
the next time step. The considered NN model has 3 layers.
Fig. 6 illustrates the NN model.

Fig. 6. Architecture of NN-only model

4.3 LSTMSNN

This is the new proposed architecture with an LSTM (se-
quence length of 5) and NN (3 layers) part. The motivation
for this design is MPC control actions depend on both
current system output and past input trajectories. Hence,
the LSTMSNN output is a weighted combination of LSTM
(which takes past input into account) and NN (takes cur-
rent plant output and required setpoint) to learn the op-
timal control action given past input trajectories, current
plant output and required setpoint. The best configuration

of LSTMSNN resulted after tuning by simulation is shown
in Fig. 7:

Fig. 7. Architecutre LSTMSNN model

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.1 Physical system

The physical system we choose to study is a model from a
paper machine. The target output is the desired moisture
content of the paper sheet. The control action is the steam
flow rate. The transfer function of the system is

G(z) =
0.05z−4

1− 0.6z−1
. (6)

The time step used for simulation is 1 second.

5.2 Implementation

The neural networks are trained and tested using the
deep learning framework Tensorflow [13]. In Tensorflow,
the networks are constructed in the form of a graph and
the gradients of the network required during training are
computed using automatic differentiation. Training and
testing were done on GPU (NVIDIA Geforce 960M) using
CUDA. We ran the MPC and generated artificial training
data in Matlab.

5.3 Data collection

We required three variables for training: the target, system
output, and the control action. All the data used for
training was artificially generated in Matlab by giving
reference trajectories as discussed below.
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. Fig. 8. Figure shows 500 time steps of a mixture of binary,
sinusoidal and combined sequences used for training.
Blue is the target output, red the system output and
green the control action
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. Fig. 9. LSTMSNN’s system output under various initial
conditions. Green line is the target output. Other
colors denote different system outputs under varying
initial conditions.

The data set used for training is a mixture of pseudoran-
dom binary sequences. The target output randomly jumps
to a value in the range {(−3,−0.2), (0.2, 3)}. For each 1000
time steps, a sine function with period (10, 1000) time
steps was chosen. Gaussian noise was added to the data
with noise-to-signal ratio of 10. The motivation for using
pseudorandom binary data to train is that it excites all
frequencies of the system. Furthermore, physical systems
are often operated with a step function reference. Sinu-
soidal data are also used during train to allow the model to
learn periodic behavior. Hence, the reference data used are
a mixture of random steps, sinusoids and random jumps
data. The training data had 100,000 training points.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

We conducted experiments to show effectiveness of LSTM-
SNN over other comparison models and to be a potential
replacement to MPC after training.

Note that LSTMSNN uses a NN with many layers because
we found that a simpler structure does not perform well
during test time. We think this is because our training data
sets are large, which limits a simpler structure from getting
the most out of training data. However, decreasing the
size of training data decreases LSTMSNN’s performances
during test time, especially under varying target output.
So there is a trade off between complexity of architecture
and size of training data.

Table 1: Performance comparison between methods
Model Target Output MSE OE
LSTMSNN 2 0.06 0.01
NN-only 2 0.07 0.23
LSTM-only 2 5.56 Did not converge
LSTMSNN 5 0.078 0.01
NN-only 5 0.53 0.7
LSTM-only 5 62.42 Did not converge
LSTMSNN 10 0.01 0.01
NN-only 10 2.21 1.3
LSTM-only 10 167.78 Did not converge

Our set of experiments show the effectiveness of LSTM-
SNN by comparing with NN-only and LSTM-only. We
use mean square error (MSE) and offset error (OE) to
measure the performances. We ran the trained model for
1000 time steps for each model and the performance is
shown in Table 1. We can see from the OE value that
the LSTMSNN has learnt MPC behaviour and can track

setpoint well compared to other models. The reason is, it
has learnt the hidden states of the plant in the hidden unit
and the optimization, prediction steps are learnt within
the weights of the neural network using the past control
action, current plant output and setpoint data.

Fig. 10 shows the system outputs by LSTMSNN and NN-
only. The difference in OE between LSTMSNN and NN-
only architectures also reflects the deficiency of using NN-
only. It is very promising that LSTMSNN maintains an
OE close to 0.01. LSTMSNN performs much better than
other models in all other cases. A target output of 10 (Fig.
10. (d))is completely out of the range of our training data,
but LSTMSNN still can track that setpoint. The reason
why LSTMSNN was able to track setpoint is that it has
learnt and generalized the MPC behaviour, optimization
step, prediction step within the neural network and the
hidden states are learnt as an abstract information within
the hidden neural network units.

The next set of experiments show LSTMSNN’s ability
to handle varying targets. It can be seen from Fig. 11
that the LSTMSNN can still track setpoint despite the
complex changes in setpoint. Fig. 9 shows LSTMSNN
tracking setpoint under various different initial conditions.
This demonstrates that LSTMSNN is a robust deep neural
network architechture compared to other architectures.

7. CONCLUSION

We have developed a novel neural network architecture
to learn the complex behaviour of MPC. This approach
eliminates the burden of state estimation, optimization
step and prediction step in MPC, since they are learnt as
an abstract information in the hidden layers and hidden
units of the network. Also, since the implementation uses
GPU, computing optimal control action is relatively fast.
Hence, the proposed approach can be used to learn the
behaviour of MPC offline and the trained model can
be deployed in production to control any complex high
dimensional stochastic nonlinear system.
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(c) Target output is cubic
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